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It is a standard theorem in linear algebra that, givetl a finite dimensional 
vector space_ I/’ and a linear operator L on V with minimal polynomial #, 
there edxists a vector v E 1’ such that the manic polynomial q9 of smallest 
degree such that g@)(v) = 0 is precisely #L However, the standard 
proofs of this theorem (see e.g. i2;) do not indicate how much freedom 
one has in choosing the vector “CL The theorem below, which i.i; useful in 
tile theor:< of dynamical systems (see [lj), implies that, t;xcept for the 
case when the underlying field is finite, such a vector 7~ can be found in 
tile linezz qxm of any subset S of C’ with the prqper+y that the minimal 
I -invarian:r subspace of 1,’ containing S is V itself. 
Given a iinear operator L: 1’ --• V and a subse: S of 1,’ we shall denote 
11~7 J/$ the rnonic polynomial y of smallest degree such that v(L)(S) = 0. 
Thus & is the minimal polynomial of the restriction of L to the L-invariant 
subspace of V generated by S. For v E V we shall denrIte z/J~~.~. by #,.. For 
S c V, 97’S) will denote the linear span of S. 
This theorem is an immediate consequci:( t of tlltl Eollowing two lemmas. 
Proof. L?>r. #,s = ni__l pij be the prime decomposition of t+$+ Letting: 
j:c = 2(S), +;r. = 9&S. Hence, for each ccr E IV, #V divides y&, i.e. &. = 
n;_ z fp’) where S j(U) I-<, Yj for all i. For each j (1 < j -< k) let 
Clearly & # I/J~ if and only if v E U;-_ I M’ja M’j is a suhspace of W becauw, 
for V, 2 E CV j, lj!ff,,a,l is the least common multiple of $Q, and &,. Similarly, 
T1’j # I/I;’ since #,j~~ is the least common multiple of (&IV E 1i‘j). m 
Proof. It is clearly enough to prove the lemma for subspaces of 
codimension 1. In this case, the result is given by ‘3, Lemma 2 or 
lxrnma 31. m 
REMARK. That the theorem above is not Aid over finite fields is 
illustrated by the following example. Let I$’ be a vector space over X.2 oi 
dimension at least 4. Let q, , . . , e4 be linearly independent in 1,’ and 
let L: V -+ I/’ be such that Le, = er, Le, = eI -+- c?, LP, = Q, ancl 
I, I‘4 = 0. Let S = (v,, T)~) where q = cl + Q and v2 = Q +- Q. ‘I&I 
$ s = X(X -+- 1)(X2 + x -+- 1) but the only nonzero vectors in Y(5) 
are PQ, ~3~ and *cl3 = q _t vp = el + cq with &, = (S -I- 1)(X2 + S + J!, 
# t’z = X(X -I- 1) and $,,, = X(X’2 +- X + I). ’ 
